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Artists
3 Featured
RED RAT
“Yo… You [skin]
red and you look
like a rat!” In 1996
Wallace Wilson was
about to emerge on
the International stage
as one of Jamaica’s
most versatile,
innovative and exciting
performers when he
heeded then label mate
Degree’spoint-blank
observation and Red Rat
was born.
Wallace Wilson a.k.a.
Red Rat was born January
17th in St. Anns Bay,
Jamaica. It didn’t take Red
Rat very long too love and
become one with the
stage. It was at the early
age of four that he began singing for tourist. He knew exactly what he
wanted to be when he grew up. Red Rats father was the guitarist for the fame British 60’s
band Jimmy James and the Vagabonds, also Byron Lee & the Dragonaires, and two of his
older brothers were professional musicians as well.
“Can’t Live Without You” featuring Red Rat and his brothers caught the attention of
Danny Browne the producer/musician CEO of Main Street Records. Impressed by the young
performer’s musical abilities and charisma, Browne mentored the artiste allowing
him to nurture his talent and gain valuable experience alongside
Main Street artists such as Degree, Buccaneer and Papa San. While still in school Red
Rat recorded his first single “Itsy Bitsy” for Danny Browne’s Main Street Records. After
graduating from high school Red Rat under the watchful eye of Browne moved full steam ahead releasing
a string of hit singles including “Shelly-Ann” and “Dwayne” that catapulted him to the top of Reggae
charts Worldwide while showcasing his unmistakable voice, unique sense of humor and his unforgettable
trademark “Oh-No!”
Red Rat’s debut album “Oh No....It’s Red Rat!” quickly became one of Greensleeves Records greatest selling
albums with hits such as “Tight Up Skirt”, “Cruise” (featured in the movie ‘The Big Hit’) and “Big Man
Little Yute.” The album’s success, steady radio play and demand for his outrageous live performances led to
shows all over the Caribbean, the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa and beyond. “I’m a Big Kid Now” followed
in 1999 with more hits and critical acclaim. His musical diversity and mainstream popularity led to a series of
collaborations with artists such as Treach of Naughty by Nature, Kele Le Roc and British icons Groove
Armada. The buzz from his fans anticipating a new album inspired Red Rat to return to the studio where he
began recording new tracks with chart-topping producers including Scott Storch, Salaam Remi, Blackout
Movements, Katana Records, Dias brothers, Black Chiney and Cool and Dre. Sadly, in 1997 Red Rat’s father
passed unexpectedly and Red Rat took a short break from the music scene. During this time it allowed him
to reflect on life itself, and the new direction in which his life was headed. The tracks from the forthcoming

album reflect a new direction for the artiste who has once again redefined himself.
Red Rat now known as Double R is now all grown up, with a new image, new management, a new message and a whole
armada of new songs. Everything is different, but nothing has changed. Tearing down the boundaries and stereotypes that
subsist in the world of dancehall Double R is making strides to breakthrough the walls of traditional dancehall artist. Double R has
recently done a movie along side Jackie Harry and Fazion Love called G.E.D. and he has also done collaborations with recording
artist Mims, Lord Cassidy, and Groove Armada. The song “Final Shake Down” exceeded his expectations when Bacardi in Europe
picked it up as their theme song for 2009. Double R is an artist, possessing greatness that ensures his individuality is different
from all the rest.

ANAGOGI

“THE RYZIN STUNNA”
REAL NAME: TIMAR ANTHONY MARTIN
STAGE NAME: ANAGOGI -THE RYZIN STUNNA
DATE OF BIRTH: MARCH 18, 1987
PLACE OF BIRTH: ANNOTTO BAY HOSPITAL    ST. MARY
RESIDENCE: HARBOUR VIEW/ HIGHGATE
PARISH: ST. MARY
CITIZEN: JAMAICAN
OCCUPATION: ENTERTAINER /ARTIST
PERSONAL POINTS ON ANAGOGI
On March the 18, 1987 Timar Anthony Martin was born a
“fulminant” energy to reckon with. From the parish of St. Mary
like so many other artiest like Capelton, Beres Hammond, pan
head, Munga Hunerable, ninja man to name a few. I went to the
high gate primary and junior high where I sit common-entrance
to advance to the islington high school in 1999 until 2004. I was
unsuccessful to obtain a high level of academics because of a poor
financial back ground but still made graduation list and was able
to graduate.  This was just the beginning of something so mystical
and stunning. I was in love with music from a smaller age always
watching my father rehearsals and practice with his Rastafarian
brothers under the basement of a concrete house. Watching and
listening that was the nuff to spark a greater inspiration in my life,
from there I was always singing and making music.  I was part
of a music group in primary where I first did some professional
singing on stage with a large audience; the songs we use to sing
is born free and jashwa fight the bottle of Jericho. In my community at the time i also
perform on sound system name gold supreme every one love the entertainment. Still while
going to high school I started to DJ a lot going to more stage shows to watch other artiest
performance. I start to develop a love for my talent singing clashing beating desks to make
riddim beats it was exciting yet so wonderful. After high school I immediately got a job to
provide for my own wants… in my original community were am from I was a role model
for youths of my age group. still I had a lot of transition coming forward in life  stages
ups  downs still I continue to do what I love music. I went to Kingston 2009 to stay and
establish and market my talent with confident and a whole lot of roughs experience what
do I have to lose more like a lot to gain. I and my partner Ronald chin aka Anunaki went
and got the business register Future Youths Production our company. While getting to
know the different scene and environment in Kingston I start going to official studios.
Our label (FYP) Future Youths Productions new sensation repatriating the future, Anagogi
the Ryzin Stunna and Anunaki the high brain. I record my first professional voicing at
big pun studios 2011 but was held back true financial struggles. With confidents and
contacts I start doing more stage shows meet more promoters and disc jacks selector
(Continued on page 8)
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q News/Entertainment
WAYNE MARSHALL LANDS PERFORMANCE ON BET
106 & PARK AND WILL RELEASE VIDEO FOR NEW
SINGLE “GO HARDER” WITH WAKA FLOCKA,
ACE HOOD AND CHAM
Tru Colors Album Available Now
After dropping his critically-acclaimed album Tru Colorand touring the
globe alongside Stephen “Ragga” Marley this year, Wayne Marshall is
poised to take his sound to the next plateau. On August 27, 2014, the
Jamaican dancehall singer will make his national TV debut performance
on BET 106 & Park for their special Caribbean Carnival takeover episode.
That same week, he plans to drop his hip-hop flavored video (directed
by Maybach Music’s Jon J) for the album’s latest single “Go Harder.” The
multi-talented singjay shot the video in sunny Miami with featured artists
Waka Flocka, Ace Hood and Cham as well as Damian “Jr Gong” Marley,
who produced most of Marshall’s new album.
Hailed by the Associated Press as “a refreshing curve to the dancehall
game,”  Tru Colors is Marshall’s first album in over a decade. The
13-track collection, released on the Marley-owned label Ghetto Youths
International and distributed through Thirty Tigers/Sony RED, was
written almost entirely by Marshall. Tessanne Chin,  NBC’s The Voice
winner, also contributes lyrics on the   
album’s closing track “On The End.”
The album features an all-star cast
of collaborations, including Ace
Hood, Cham & Waka Flocka on
“Go Harder,”  Aidonia, Assassin,
I-Octane, Damian “Jr. Gong”
Marley, Bounty Killer & Vybz
Kartel on “Go Hard,” Assassin on
“Stupid Money,” Bounty Killer on
“Be On The Alert,” “Tarrus Riley”
on “Nah Give Up” and Capleton
on “Strike Dem.” The album
follows his 2013 digital-only
EP Tru Colors (Ghetto Youths
International) and his 20
03 LP Marshall Law                 
(VP Records).
Purchase Tru Colors album now on iTunes: withlovepr.us2.listmanage.com/track/click?u=e56cb023f7aa1f0618b4c1c24&id=5cf0649a
a8&e=32d6ff1403

www.facebook.com/WayneMarshallMusic | twitter.com/Wayne_Marshall | waynemarsheezy on Instagram
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US Court Grants New Appeal Hearing for Buju Banton
A lawyer for convicted Jamaican reggae star Buju Banton said that a U.S. federal appellate court agreed to a new hearing on his
latest appeal.
The Grammy-winning singer is serving a 10-year sentence for convictions on cocaine conspiracy and trafficking charges stemming
from a 2009 arrest that followed a sting operation. He was convicted in 2011 after his first trial in 2010 ended
with jurors deadlocked.
In an email, attorney Charles Ogletree said the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta
had agreed to hear oral arguments on the case.
“Mr. Buju Banton was pleased to learn that the 11th Circuit granted a new hearing of his
appeal. We too are looking forward to the appellate argument,” said Ogletree, a Harvard
University law professor who took over Banton’s case in February.
In 2012, a panel of the appellate court upheld Banton’s convictions. His former defense lawyer
had argued that a government informant improperly entrapped the singer. It’s not clear when
the hearing will take place.

ROOTS

legend Bunny Wailer broke new ground on his recent European tour which he
used to salute the evolution of reggae music.
Wailer, 67, and his Solomonic Reggaestra performed for the first time in Ireland and at major festivals such as Reggae Sun Ska in
Bordeaux, France and Reggae Geel in Belgium.
It was Wailer’s first European tour in four years. He says it was significant, as it took place 50 years after the Wailing Wailers
recorded Simmer Down, one of the group’s early hit songs.
Wailer was pleased with the three-week tour which started in June with two dates in Sweden.
“They (fans) indicated to me how well they knew my catalogue of hits from The Wailers to the Blackheart Man. It was a very
energising and special time,” he told the Sunday Observer, adding that many of the audiences covered three generations.
According to Wailer, it was a far cry from Jamaica where the youth seem oblivious of the achievements of ‘foundation’ artistes.
“They all acknowledged the music by singing along,” he said.
Wailer is looking forward to a college lecture tour to mark another Wailers milestone.
“It’s acknowledging The Wailers Catch A Fire tour, which is our first tour to the Polytechnic colleges (in the United Kingdom) in
1973. I see it as important to not just sing but to have an opportunity to set the record straight about these 50 years of our music
and The Wailers,” he said.
Wailer (born Neville Livingston) was an original member of the Wailers which also
included Bob Marley and Peter Tosh. He and Tosh left the group for solo careers in 1973.
— Cecelia Campbell-Livingston/Jamaica observer

Dancing returns to dancehall:
New dances Kreech, Syvva and Moggla
After a relatively long drought, dancing is making a return to the dancehall scene.
According to Bling Dawg aka Bawse Dawg, who is leading the movement with his
Esco produced dance single called Kreech, dancehall is a seasonal genre and it’s now
dancing season.
Their dance moves which are very popular in the dancehall at present are the Sivva
dance move created by Ding Dong and the Ravers Clavers, as well as the Moggla
dance move popularised by Flippa Moggla and Voicemail.
Local dancer John Bling expressed happiness at the early signs that dancing is making
a return. The dancer says he feels proud that his We Are The Dance campaign was
not in vain.
“Mi feel good sey it a return, the dancers protested and we kept meetings to bring back
dancing into the dancehall and now wi see the profits of our efforts. I guarantee that by the end of the year everybody will be
dancing again and dancers soon start tour again,” John Bling said.
(Continued on page 21)
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FEATURED ARTISTS

(Continued from page 5)

and a lot of known media personalities.  Being in the same circle and environment it was
just left up to the most high and destiny. affiliated to the Edna Manley’s School of Arts and
Music and  students there  I began learning more about my craft researching, practicing,
excelling with urgency and stringency, passion and love for what I do, it’s now growing. I
see myself in the future creating foundations for younger entertainer like myself, So that
they can come be a part of something spiritual, educational and uplifting. I want to bring
Africans worldwide together with my word sound and power.  I am Aiming to repatriate
righteousness and good music to the minds of the nation and more specifically the
younger youths of the future. Future Youths Productions is a goods manufacturing and
music productions group, our artist ANAGOGI one of Jamaica’s new upcoming reggae
superstar promotes POSITIVE and CONSCIOUS ROOTS REGGAE/DANCE-HALL/ REBEL
MUZIK. Working alongside renowned names in the Industry like Chronixx, Kabaka
Pyramid and Protoje, Anagogi has been receiving a lot of experience and development
as he continues o his musical journey. We also advocate for NEW REBEL SOUND, The
music speaks for them self. ANAGOGI has  been receiving a good and growing buzz
in Jamaica on major radio stations like ire FM,, bess 100 FM, zip FM, suncity FM just to
name a few and in Germany, on some prominent stations as well.  Also in Landon and
some radio stations in America, with his new official music video out “warning you for
the poor” from lost year doing well and his new hit single titled “Jamaica A Heaven”
recently released in February 2014. Also yet to release a International remix of the
Broken Chains riddim with prominent recording artist PASCION in the Netherlands and
A COLLABORATION with the great Jamaican Veteran Foundation man FRED LOCKS
(Seven Miles of Black Star line Remix). ANAGOGI is looking to blow up huge this
year, With Dub step techno riddims and Acoustic Album to release after 2014 USA
Summer tour , it can only get better. Anagogi 2014 tour starts May 1, 2014. We have
over 10 dates and two festivals booked already; we will be live on shows like, INTERNATIONAL
REGGAE FESTIVAL, in Florida, and Inubia International Fashion Model and Music Expo Tampa FL.  Just to name a few.

ETANA RELEASES
FOURTH STUDIO ALBUM: I RISE
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 28 ON VP RECORDS
Helmed by Legendary Reggae Producer Clive Hunt

Etana is happy to announce the release of her brand new
album I Rise, available Oct 28, 2014 on VP Records. The
beautifully-orchestrated set is helmed by the legendary
Jamaican multi-instrumentalist and producer Clive Hunt,
whose credits include Byron Lee & The Dragonaires, Chaka
Khan, Stevie Wonder, Peter Tosh, Rolling Stones, The Wailers,
Grace Jones, Jimmy Cliff and many more. Clive arranged
an all-star team of the island’s musicians to contribute to
the set - including himself, Sly Dunbar, Robbie Shakespeare,
Grub Cooper, Handel Tucker, and Dean Fraser. The Jamaican
singer-songwriter’s melodic power blended with Clive’s
rich arrangements sets this album apart as one of the best
throughout her stellar career.
Etana carries the torch as reggae’s leading lady with this classic
collection of love ballads and roots anthems. With her poised
assurance and newfound strength, she evolves spiritually,
mentally, emotionally and musically. Whether she is shedding
light on the harsh ghetto realities on “Trigger,” “Ward 21
(Stenna’s Song)” and “How Long,” conveying romantic
longings on “Richest Girl,” “Love Song,” and “By Your Side”
or expressing her deep-rooted spirituality on the exquisite Bob Marley remake of “Selassie Is The Chapel,” the
Marcia Griffith’s cover of “Stepping Out Of Babylon,” “Emancipation,” and “On My Way” - each of the album’s
tracks is delivered with her soulful conviction.
Watch video for the album cut “Trigger”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quAW73CHwkI
I Rise follows Etana’s criticially-acclaimed albums Better Tomorrow
(2013), Free Expressions (2011) and The Strong One (2008). Better
Tomorrow was hailed by BBC as her “most seamless album to date
and finest piece of songwriting yet” and Associated Press called it
“mature and confident sound with top-notch lyrical content and
unique vocals.” Free Expressions won praise from NPR for  being
“a rarity: music that sermonizes, yet still sweetly serenades,” while
Essence raved that her debut The Strong One exuded “poetic
consciousness amid soul-stirring grooves rivals that of gifted neosoulsters.” Etana’s I Rise is poised for equal success and will inspire,
liberate and uplift a new generation.
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Dhq tiiny tina
1. How long have you been dancing? 5 years
2. Is there anyone that has influenced you over the years?
Dhq sher rum bar & dhq Tuggy Tuggy
3.Now that you have won the competition, what can we
look forward to seeing from you in the future? hopefully
winning International Dancehall Queen In Jamaica and
more competition
4. What do you want to accomplish with your dancing
career? One day own a dance studio so i can
choreograph dances

Dhq unruly
1. How long have you been dancing? 10 years now
2. Is there anyone that has influenced
you over the years?  Yes my family n friends
3.Now that you have won the competition,
what can we look forward to seeing
from you in the future?
Now that i won the competition just look
for the best from me
and my dance crew the
sherlock family
4. What do you want
to accomplish with
your dancing career?
Well what i want to
accomplish is further my
career in dancing me and
my dance crew and be on
the top as they say the
sky’s the limit yea simple
sample example

12

Written by Ebony Payne-English, inspired by the leadership of RUN DSM

f Caribbean Culture

Dancer
s Featured Dancers

WORST BEHAVIOR

They will push you over the edge
Lye and wait for you to fall like prey into statistical references that perpetuate institutional preferences for   
    minority males
The sliding scale is a slippery slope you won’t get a chance to remount
They will discount your intelligence
Pay your accomplishments no mind
Until you define yourself for yourself, you will be crunched into other people’s fantasies of yourself and eaten alive
Audre tried to warn us as best she could
The cannibals are coming in search of fresh blood
They will beat you fair and square
You see, black men in boxes is part of this country’s pedagogical alignment whether its caskets or solitary confinement
Where has the time went?
To maximum sentences for first time offenses
This is survival
One of the oldest stories told in the bible
You are not a citizen
Cain has disabled your membership
The state of Iowa is 89% Caucasian
Yet, for every 1 white male, there are 8 black men in incarceration
This is the world’s greatest nation?
Our black president supports prison privatization
It’s aided in stimulating the economy, done wonders for Wall Street
But they just keep that on the hush while we walk around in designer earplugs
Beaten by Dre
Every derogatory word these rappers say is a paid advertisement for prison bunks express
And yes, at blind consumption we’ve always been the best
Still financially oppressed, stressed and under duress
But guess what?!
Master hasn’t even changed his game up
He didn’t even have to change the name
He’s still using whips and chains to maintain your compliance
But you feel like you’re being defiant when you pull up clean and shit
So jig boo, jig
Twerk until it hurts
Shake that ass as if you were auditioning for the Sarah Baartman circus act
Who is that?
That’s a question best asked on Google
These bamboozled ass Negroes are more foe than friend to the memory of their own kin
I live in a state where parents of murdered children still peaceful march for justice sake
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f Jamaican Humour

Two young guys appear in court after being arrested
for smoking ganja
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Two young guys appear in court after being arrested for smoking ganja
The judge says, “You seem like nice young men, and I’d like to give you a second chance instead of jail time.
I want you to go out this weekend and try to convince others of the evils of drug use. I’ll see you back in court
Monday.”
On Monda...y, the judge asks the first guy, “How did you do over the weekend?”
“Well, your honor, I persuaded 17 people to give up drugs forever.”
“Seventeen people? That’s wonderful. How did you do it? “
“I used a diagram, your honor. I drew two circles like this:
O o.
Then I told them that the big circle is your brain before drugs and the small circle is your brain after drugs.”
“That’s admirable,” says the judge. Then he turns to the second guy. “And how did you do?”
“Well, your honor, I persuaded 156 people to give up drugs forever.”
“Wow!” says the judge. “156 people! How did you manage to do that?”
“Well, I used a similar diagram,” the guy says. “I drew two circles like this:
o O.
Then I pointed to the little circle and said, ‘That is your asshole before prison..................

VibesNails
VibesNails, where your nails comes to life!
Specializing in proper acrylic laying, pink
and white, natural overlay, hand painted nail
art, junk nails, crystal nails, 3-D nails and
much more.
Also do mobile travel if needed:
904-615-0189

Case dismissed

A Jamaican man went into a supermarket in New York and picked up a bottle of Ribeana and a bag of sugar
and only paid for the Ribeana and walked out.
He got arrested for stealing the sugar.   
When he went to court the Judge asked him why he stole the sugar.
He replied,  “Yuh Honor, me nuh hundastan wat a gwan, yuh nuh.  Mi neva tief no sugar”.
The judge asked him to explain himself.
He replied, “Well, mi did look pon de back ah de Ribeana an mi see it write big, big pon it say ‘SUGAR FREE’  
so weh you woulda do?”.

Suicidal Rasta

A rasta was trying to kill himself. So he put his head in a bathe of water, a man a pass and said ras weh u a
do, rasta seh him fed up a life so me a end it, di man seh a nu so u do it jus get a rope and climb a tree and
tie it roun u neck and jump, ras seh u mad me try it already and nearly dead:

Jamaican man of the house

He stormed into the house and walked directly up to his wife pointing his finger in her face.  He said: “From
now on mi waan yuh fi know dat a mi a di man in a dis ya house, an fe mi word is di law !!!
Mi all so waan yuh fi prepare mi a irie vegetarian meal, an wen ah finish eatin di food, I ekspek a sweet, ripe
mango an pine-apple dessert afterwards.  Den, yuh goin to run mi bath water soh that mi can relax, an wen
mi finish wid mi bath guess who ah go dress mi, an oil an comb mi hair?”
Wifey answers ... .”di bombo claat funeral director!!”  ah hav him here on di cellular phone….come giv him
yuh hight so him can start measure up yuh raas claat coffin…
because is bury dem gwine bury you rass, before I do all dat stuff.

VibesNails
Nails by Trish
cell: 904-615-0189
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Contest

GEHENNA HIGHWAY
purchase this hottest
new book......

FEATURED MODEL

www.amazon.com/www.barnesandnoble.com

j Loc it up

Eboni “Mz.Wire” Carty
“Braided By Wire,” Founder & CEO
Natural Hair Stylist/Loctician
Facebook.com/BraidedByWire
Instagram: @BraidedByWire
(407)770-8592

ARE YOU
A MODEL
LOOKING FOR
MORE
EXPOSURE?
SEND 1 HEADSHOT
AND BODY SHOT TO
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM

WITH AGE / HEIGHT / WEIGHT
MORE INFO 904-405-6381
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DO YOU STYLE LOCS??? IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE FEATURED IN OUR
LOCK IT UP SECTION CTC YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM 904-405-6381 NAME, CITY & STATE AND NUMBER TO
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM FOR MORE INFO: 904-405-6381
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What is Junkanoo?

Smaller Junkanoo celebrations are also held in parts of Florida and South Carolina, where there are sizable numbers of people of
Bahamian ancestry.

Junkanoo is a unique music and cultural celebration with origins in West African
culture that is celebrated in The Bahamas and Florida and  South Carolina.

References::  The Western Journal of Black Studies, 2003 • Official Website of The Bahamas

3Caribbean Vibes with Alana

Various stories surround the origins of Junakanoo but the most popular legend
links the festival to the story of John Canoe, an 18th century African prince
and slave trader on the Gold Coast who was successful in defending Fort
Brandenbury from the Dutch for nearly fifteen years.
He was eventually enslaved himself and brought to the West Indies, but even as a slave he remained a leader of his
people and demanded that they have the right to celebrate during Christmas.
Early History of Junkanoo
Slaves in The Bahamas were given three days off to celebrate-Christmas Day, the day after Christmas (known as
Boxing Day) and New Year’s Day. During this time, they celebrated with dancing and drumming as well as the
exchange of gifts and food. Slavery was abolished in The Bahamas in 1838.
During pre-emancipation Junkanoo celebrations and up until the 1950’s, Junkanoo musicians, called John Canoes,
wore masks that concealed their identities. This practice faded away as Junkanoo became more a celebration of
Bahamian culture and pride, especially in the years leading up to independence from Great Britain in 1973.
Music of Junkanoo
There are six sources of music in a Junkanoo parade:
• Drum-made from sheep or goat skin stretched over wooden or metallic oil barrels. They are sometimes called
Goombay drums and there is a Bahamian soft drink called Goombay or Junkanoo Punch.
• Cowbells-usually played in pairs but in modern times, they are fashioned so that three, four or even five bells can
be played on one hand. The cowbells make a unique “kalik, kalik” sound, and there is a Bahamian beer of the same
name.
• Horn-the conch shell, which comes from a staple of Bahamian cuisine, foghorns, bicycle horns and bronze bugles.
• Scrapers-made from various objects, such as washboards and spoons, bottles, or nails.
• Brass-in 1976, Junkanoo groups began adding brass sections to their musical arrangements. These brass sections
add a variety to the music, playing well-known pop music, themes from television shows, and even hymns.
Costumes-Works of Art
Costumes are such an important part of the Junkanoo celebration that their designs are planned months in
advance. In order for a group to be allowed to participate, their costumes must follow strict standards. According
to the judging standards of the National Junkanoo Association, no more than six members of a group may have
costumes made from cloth.
Designs are cut out from cardboard or Styrofoam and pieced together with contact cement, aluminum rods, and
tire wire. Fringe paper is carefully glued on and the costume is elaborately decorated with beads, stones, and glitter.
Costumes can become very heavy, weighing more than 200 pounds, but competition rules state that the lead
costume must be carried by one person alone and without the aid of wheels or other devices to hold it up.
Choreography
During early Junkanoo festivals, dancing consisted mainly of freestyle moves that individual dancers made up as
they went along. In the 1950’s Richard Dean introduced a dance called “The Shuffle” to the celebration. Percy Vola,
leader of one the most famous Junkanoo groups, The Valley Boys, expanded on this in the 1960’s and The Shuffle
remains one of the most popular dance steps.
In the 1980’s groups began hiring choreographers to plan elaborate dance routines and this practice continues
today.
Junkanoo Today
There are two main Junkanoo parades in The Bahamas, one on December 26 and one on New Year’s Day. The
largest celebration is in the capital of Nassau on the island of New Providence, where Junkanoo groups “rush”
down Bay Street. Celebrations are also held in some of the other Family Islands, and there is a Junior Junkanoo
Parade held in December on Bay Street.
The celebration begins at about 1 a.m. and runs until 9 a.m., at which time awards are given in the categories of
Music, Dance, and Costumes. The most important prize is the highly coveted Best Junkanoo Group.
Some of the most famous and largest Junkanoo groups include The Valley Boys, The Saxons, The Roots, One Family
and the Music Makers.
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The Rasta Movement and Reggae Music
The lyrics of many reggae songs are laced with references to the Rastafarian movement.  
Understanding Rasta beliefs unlocks the key to better comprehension of the music.
While some may listen to reggae music because of the peaceful feelings evoked by lovers rock
or roots reggae or for the raw, pulsating rhythms of dancehall, taking the time to comprehend
what is actually being said can lead to an even greater appreciation of the genre.
History of the Rastafarian Movement
The Rastafarian movement is a set of spiritual beliefs based on the teachings of Jamaican born Black Nationalist Marcus Garvey.
Garvey advocated a Back to Africa movement and sought to break the pattern of inferiority and self-hatred that had developed
among many blacks after hundreds of years of slavery and oppression.
These ideas resonated among poor people living in the ghettos of Kingston, Jamaica and so the movement grew there in the
1920s and 1930s, most notably with the creation of Pinnacle-a dedicated Rasta community in St. Catherine’s in Jamaica by
Leonard Howell.  Today, Rastas are fighting to keep from being evicted from the land by the Jamaican government.
The name of the movement comes from Ras Tafari Makonnen, who was crowned as emperor of Ethiopia on November 2, 1930.
He then took the name Haile Selassie I and the title of Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah. To Garvey’s followers, Selassies
coronation was a direct fulfillment of Ezekiel 28:5 and Revelation 5:5, as well as of a statement made by Garvey in 1927, “Look
to Africa, for there a king shall be crowned”.
Rastafarian beliefs center on living a natural, simple life. Therefore they avoid all unnatural and canned foods, as well as pork and
shellfish - a diet known as Ital. They believe that Haile Selassie will return at Judgment Day to lead his followers back to Africa,
where they will experience heaven on Earth.
Contrary to popular misconception, Rastas do not just smoke marijuana, called ganja, for recreational purposes. True followers
also use the herb during focused meditation periods called reasonings.
The most significant outward characteristic of many Rastas is their dreadlocked hair. Wearing dreadlocks is significant because of
the Old Testament command to not cut ones hair (Leviticus 21:5) and because wearing the hair in this fashion resembles a lions
mane, a reference to the Lion of the Tribe of Judah.
References to Rasta Beliefs in Music
Not all reggae artists are Rastas but the influence of the movement is found throughout the genre. The most famous reggae
artist of all times, Bob Marley was a devoted Rastafarian and references to his beliefs can be found throughout his music as well
as in the music of other artists. These are some of the most common references to Rasta teachings in reggae music:
• Jah, such as in Bob Marleys Forever Loving Jah. Jah is God in the Rastafarian movement. Rastas believe that Haile Selassie was
God on Earth and references to him are made throughout many songs. One example is a 1990s song by the artist Capleton
called Wings of the Morning. The songs hook says, Put on the wings of the morning and fly/there is no escaping King Selassie,
referring to Selassies return at Judgment Day.
• Babylon. Babylon refers generally to the commercialized modern society which Rastas seek to avoid and more specifically to the
corrupt system of white men that has been used to oppress black people. Based on the prophecies of the book of Revelation,
Rastas believe that Babylon will be destroyed at Judgment Day.
• Natty dread or dreadlock Rasta, as in the Linval Thompson classic Natty Dread Girl. Both refer to a person who wears dreadlocks
and/or holds Rastafarian beliefs.
• Principles of black liberation and going back to Africa. Bob Marley made many eloquent references to these ideals, such as in
his anthem Redemption Song, released on his last studio recording, Uprising in 1980. In less than five minutes, Marley outlines
the struggle of the African from slavery to modern times with such poetic lines as emancipate yourselves from mental slavery/
none but ourselves can free our minds.
• Strong appreciation for and references to the Old Testament is noted by many artists, such as in Buju Bantons beautifully simple
rendition of Psalms 23.
While those who are unfamiliar with Caribbean culture and language patterns may find reggae lyrics difficult to comprehend at
first, with time, patience and understanding, listeners can move past the beats and rhythms and delve deeper into a more meaningful listening experience.
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NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT

(Continued from page 7)

Dancer John Bling makes acting Debut in
Jamaica mafia
Multitalented Music Artist, Deejay, Actor and Dancer, “John Bling” is presently in Jamaica, but preparing
for his European Promotion Tour, beginning in the UK for his newly-released music Video for “We Are the
Dance”. For which a clothing line has begun for the “We Are the Dance” movement. There are currently
T-Shirts and Hoodies of all colors available for purchase.
John was also featured in the upcoming blockbuster feature film, “JAMAICAN MAFIA”, which will also be
touring across the United States very soon.
John’s role as one of the Jamaican Mobsters and his music once accepted will be featured on the
up and coming soundtrack of the US Feature Film, “JAMAICAN MAFIA”, written by and starring
Mykal Fax, as well as Jamaican greats Paul Campbell, Roger Roger, Nardo Ranks, Glamour
Wayne and D’Angel. His manager, Ms. Dale Foti, is Executive Producer and Production
Manager on this film.

FEMALE DJ in the UK Lady Lyrical
Lady Lyrical is a 35 yr old female from United Kingdom of British origin.
Born in 1978 Lady Lyrical grew up with music being a huge part in her life. Lady Lyrical’s father was
also in the music industry as a musician for Freddie & the Dreamers, a famous 1960’s British band.
Lady lyrical grew up with her father often on tour, and by the age of 12 was able to string up a live
PA system.
Lyrical’s love of music continued even attending University to study a degree in Music Production,
this making it easy for Lady Lyrical to record and create music herself.
In 2005 lady lyrical offered to help out at a local radio station, which soon developed into a regular
weekday show for Jamrock Radio and within a few months Lady lyrical was starting to get known
within the dancehall world of promoters and quickly grew into playing numerous club parties.
  
In 2006 lady Lyrical made her debut internationally in France  alongside Irie Crew, Supersonic
sound & guiding star sound. Lyrical received a huge welcome as soon as the dub-plates dropped  
and the microphone was turned on.
In 2007 Lady Lyrical put on an event and flew to the UK, 2 sounds from Canada named Super Fresh & Lexus Superior and held
the first UK V Canada official Clash. Later that year Lady Lyrical went on to hold the first World Rumble Online Clash, which
caught the attention of over 2500 listeners.
Since then Lady Lyrical’s career has grown from strength to strength. Since her debut in France Lyrical has spread her unique style
world wide to include:New York, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Poland, Canada and many other world destinations as well as
competing in local sound clash events in the UK.
In 2008 Lady Lyrical joined Mellow Texs Sound from New York and within 1 year clashed and caused waves within the clash
world.
Lady Lyrical’s first clash in the UK , Lyrical reached as far as the tune-for-tune segment, but despite not winning this clash, many
people found themselves talking about Lady Lyrical. In addition Lady Lyrical continues to hold lots of successful promotions &
events including sound clashes.
Very quickly Lady Lyrical built her fan base within the business, not just locally but worldwide.
In 2009 lady lyrical decided to join Playmaker sound to achieve her first goal of being accepted within the sound world despite
being a white female. Lyrical spent 5 years on Playmaker Sound and during her time on the sound, Lyrical clashed in London in
2009 at an event named Bring Your Tunes & Defend Your Sound. Lyrical won this clash 11-0 and world’s attention was caught.
This was a historical moment in Lady Lyrical’s career as Lady Lyrical has now been named the first female to officially clash
against male sounds and win in the UK. It was such a huge moment in Lyrical’s career, within a few months Lady Lyrical went to
Birmingham & clashed Billy Corporal from Love Injection Sound. Lady Lyrical was quickly growing within the business.
At one point in Lady Lyrical’s time on Playmaker Sound she was due to fly to Jamaica to clash the Icon, Ricky Trooper.
Unfortunately this event did not go ahead at the time.
Lady Lyrical left Playmaker Sound in 2014 & joined forces with other British Female DJ’s including DJ Lady K and formed the very
first all female British sound system.
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Appropriately this sound is named ‘First Ladies Sound.
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